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About This Game

Background Story

Recently DarkStar Academy of Sciences discovered a colossal cave, they sent a number of researchers, but they lost all
communications with them after entering the cave. To uncover the dark secrets of this huge cave, the Academy is putting

together an elite squad to send into the Abyss, They are called Abyss Raiders. Each elite member will have access to drive a
Drilling Truck Survivor designed by the academy. The Survivor has formidable self-repairing, ore extraction and production,
and research and development ability. If in such danger or if unable to contact with the ground, the Survivors can also support
their independent exploration and research underground. As expected, after entering the cave, they are disturbed by a strong

energy. In a great shock, the members have fallen into a coma, and Drilling Trucks went out of control. You have managed to
enter the deepest part of the cave, somewhere between tens of thousands of meters underground. But truck bodies are severely

damaged that many functions can't work normally...

At this moment, you hear hurried alarms in a trance...

As a member of an elite squad, you penetrate into an abyss myriametres deep, fighting against unknown creatures. Survive and
explore this huge underground world.

In this game, you need to design and construct Turrets in real-time to defend against continuous attacks of your enemy.
Meanwhile, you have a Robot Assistant who will assist you in fights, collect resources, and maintain Turrets. You can develop

weapons, gears and Turret Units, and use various weapons and ammunitions to explore the vast underground cave and search for
relics scattered around. Finally, find out this underworld world and escape from it.
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Game

Modular Automatic.--- It is a convenient and simple defense device. You can piece different modules together to make devices
with different functions. As for Battle Turret, it must be equipped with weapons and ammunition boxes to function normally.
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Title: Abyss Cave
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Piao Jingfu
Publisher:
Gamera Game
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound device

English,Simplified Chinese
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I love this software
Tons of bells and whistles , make a regular recorder look like crap, use this for YouTube , its very light and way more options
and settings (but not scary and user frendly ) than those out there on the market. GET IT

9/10. This is such a light hearted game. I thoroughly enjoyed the adventures and laughed at the characters.. Fun little game -
simple, but really challenging - Absolutely worth the money.. Jolly Rover is a perfect example of everything that stinks about
adventure games.

The solutions to the puzzles don't always make logical sense; you find yourself just clicking wildly on every item and every
square inch of each room until you "solve" the puzzle. Bor-ing! If the "humor" was actually funny, or if there was a story to be
told, I might have enjoyed Jolly Rover more. But it wasn't, and there wasn't, so I didn't.

Steer clear of this wreck. I suggest the more thoughtful "Puzzle Agent", instead.. I feel like the game is, even at a refund, too
expensive. The game is not horrible but 7$? I feel a price of 2-3.50 would be more fair.
Like I said the game is not horrible but at current price I don't recommend it.... It's not working>_< so sad. You pay 20 dollars
and the game is still super buggy. I believe the price should be dropped to 5 or 10 max considering you barely get any characters
out of it. I suggest that the people who payed 20 on it gets a 10-15 dollar refund on their purchase if the price is dropped
because it is absurd to be this high. I regret buying pack but I can't get a refund on it due to my hours on the game and due to the
fact it is DLC. Big mistake on my part, don't get it until they drop the price!
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This is a very intuitive and simple puzzle game (you can understand gameplay from the video) that is complicated enough to
require some experimentation without causing frustration. It is very calming to play. It is short but the price point is very low
and the gameplay would probably not well support a longer game anyway.. Don't waste your money. You cannot build a city
with this. It is timed based senerios. It plays okay, but you quickly get bored with the similarities of the senerios. There is only
about 20 squares to work with, and later senerios get no larger. Snadlots are the same size.. The puzzles were a bit complex
without any hints at first but this game is great.. This is a good game, it is just a bit complicated. I saw this little gem by chance
and since I liked what I saw, plus the apparent dedication of the devs and an existing loyal but small playerbase, I picked it up.

Alien Arena: Warriors Of Mars is a fun oldschool like Arena FPS in a more modern look, featuring martians, robots, drones and
humans to dispose of.
It's got several gamemodes, online and offline play, you can host yourself, and all 3 DLC map packs are for free.

Btw: There are more servers around than I had guessed and players as well. Way more than steam shows because it's a cross-
platform game.
No prob to find multiple matches.

After installing I just played a DM match with bots that I barely won, the bots are pretty good (several difficulties to choose
from).

Update: You can boost with the strafekeys similar to like Quake, Quake 3 and dodge by tapping the movement keys twice like
in UT. Ofc, I still have to get used to the game mechanics and figure some things out.

The regular price is surprisingly low and far too low to be on par with its actual gameplay value, especially now on sale it's so
dirt cheap, there is no excuse not to buy it.
Hence, I bought right away another copy for a buddy. ^^

Just try it yourself; if you enjoy Arena FPS, you'll probably like it :). The game is very short and without polish. The mechanics
are sort of interesting but at this point not very original. The story was... underwhelming at best.. This game is such a blast!
Playing with 4 people or 16, the chaos only get s better and better!
There is tons of very replayable content FOR FREE! So you can join in with your friends, and it will cost you nothing!

The customizations and added content if you buy the full game are more than worth it, there is more than enough way to
customize your character to really make you stand out in a sea of glowing bears.

As someone who leads a community of gamers, this title has surely made it's way into our weekly game night! The hours just fly
by!

10/10 You can't go wrong with FREE!. I like this one :3. Ugh this game...I guess I'll start with the positive aspects.
The art is beautiful. It's realistic and the "monsters" and characters all look really cool. The concept is also interesting, basically
a more or less pokemon match 3 game.
But that's it. The character have an odd, old-fashioned style of speaking, the story is messed up and the gameplay...well I liked
the first chapter. But now I see that there is some stupid idle penalty when you dont match 3 tiles in one go. Without the ability
to mix up the board IF THERE ARE SIMPLY NO MATCHES LEFT.
Also the in-game map. Ugh...you have no way of seeing the whole map, battles take way too long and you encounter the same
monsters every 3 steps.
Just don't try it unless you want to be super annoyed and disappointed that they completely failed such a nice looking game.
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